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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the context of password security, a simple dictionary attack involves loading a dictionary file
(a text file full of dictionary words) into a cracking application such as L0phtCrack or John the
Ripper, and running it against user accounts located by the application. The larger the word
and word fragment selection, the more effective the dictionary attack is. The brute force
method is the most inclusive, although slow. It usually tries every possible letter and number
combination in its automated exploration. If you would use both brute force and dictionary
methods combined together to have variation of words, what would you call such an attack?
A. Thorough
B. Full Blown
C. Hybrid
D. BruteDics
Answer: C
Explanation:
A combination of Brute force and Dictionary attack is called a Hybrid attack or Hybrid
dictionary attack.

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are creating a Microsoft ASP.NET solution.
The solution allows you to browse the Internet on mobile devices.
The solution contains the following elements:
A DataSet object named ds A form named frmResult An ObjectList control named Result in
frmResult
You write the following code segment. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)
01 public void ShowResults(){
02 Result.DataSource = ds.Tables["Products"].DefaultView;
03 Result.LabelField = "ProductName";

05 this.ActiveForm = frmResult;
06 }
You need to ensure that data contained in the DataSet object is displayed in the form.
Which line of code should you insert at line 04?
A. Result.DataBind();
B. Result.CreateTemplatedItemDetails(true);
C. Result.ViewMode = ObjectListViewMode.List;
D. Result.CreateTemplatedItemsList(true);
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing a data warehouse. You run the following Transact-SQL statement:
Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that answers each question based on
the information presented in the graphic.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
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